
NOT A Road 

One of the perks of being a Winchester lifeguard was the fireworks show. The Fourth 

itself is mayhem, a federal holiday in the middle of summer vacation; only Memorial Day can 

rival it in scope. Every year, we would have over one hundred people crammed in a seventy-five 

by the fifty-foot public pool in a mass of chlorine, sweat, sunscreen, and noise. It was worth it, 

though, because after the pool closed the manager let all guards, family, and friends in to watch 

the fireworks.  

The City launched its fireworks from Adventure Mountain across the street. Every year, 

Winchester burned up tens of thousands of taxpayer dollars in a fast and furious display of 

patriotism, sending saltpeter and phosphorous screaming from the splinter-inducing mulch that 

covered the park’s playground. It was colorful, loud, fun, and we had front row seats.  

Not much happens in Winchester, so when there is an event, people come from all over 

the place and out of the woodwork to see. Though only us guards could go in the fenced in pool 

area, both parking lots were filled with cars parked to watch the show. They were lined up and 

down the driveway, bumper to bumper down the road and both ways across the bridge. Hundreds 

of cars jammed on the sides of narrow two-lane roads. Once the show ended, everyone tried to 

leave at once. Lights flashed, horns honked, people cursed. Going the usual, legal way out of the 

Swimplex would take hours. 

I’m not sure how it got started, but we soon opted to drive across the back parking lot and 

down onto the bike path. From there, assuming the cars could make it, we’d go up around the 

fire station, get back on the road at the four way, bypassing all cops and traffic, and barrel on 

down to DQ or Sonic or whatever of Winchester’s world renown dining options struck our fancy. 



Three cars- Dean’s Trailblazer with at least seven people on board, Sydni’s pint-sized 

two door KIA, and my dilapidated excuse of a Sentra- raced across the overcrowded parking lot 

with our windows down and music up. Unbeknownst to us, our manager and several of our 

parents watched our taillights vanish into the woods between the dumpsters and the baseball 

fence.  

“That is NOT a road,” Colton, riding shotgun with me, read a text in the group message 

from our manager.  

We carried on. Sydni was in the lead when we got to the bridge. Covered, wooden, and 

built for bikes. It was about three feet over rock and lake, more than enough to get you well and 

truly stuck where no tow truck would fit. Sydni, in the smallest and lightest car of the convoy, 

got cold feet and decided she wasn’t risking the bridge. So she turned off the narrow path, off-

roaded her little coupe through the bushes to the hill behind the baseball field, charged up, and 

got stuck halfway to the summit in the wet grass.  

Dean, who’s car had three times as many people in it and probably weighed three times 

as much, ventured onto the bridge. Behind him, we could see the wooden structure shake and 

sway. We couldn’t hear over AC-DC, but I was later told it was creaking loudly. Dean was 

across the bridge soon enough, and over we went. My car zoomed across without any protest.  

After the bridge we came to a hill which, by my rough estimation, is about a 91° angle. I 

gunned it, and the Sentra clawed its way up the hill, entangling and snapping branches on its roof 

rack as it went. On our way up, we saw, through the woods, floating in the darkness, a pair of 

taillights.  

“Dude is that Syd? How the hell did she end up over there?” 



Colton checked his phone.  

“Ha! She’s stuck.” 

He got out and went to assist. I carried on, ripping through the gravel bike path, around 

the practice fields and up next to the fire station. At DQ we laughed about how stupid that was. 

Clay, the goody-goody who went the long way, got there before Sydni, who’s shortcut off the 

shortcut severely delayed her. After we had finished our Blizzards, we parted ways and went 

home, sticking to roads designed for cars. Other than the text, our manager never said anything. 

Dad laughed and said he couldn’t believe we’d done that. The next year, we waited out the 

traffic like good kids.  

 

  


